
 

 

 

DRY CLEANERS WORK BACKSTAGE FOR INDUSTRIES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS. 
HOW THIS SECTOR PROMOTES SUSTAINABLE PROGRESS 

 
 

Milan, 19 October 2018 – You can’t see it but it’s there: the laundry, ironing, and textile-care industry 
represented by EXPOdetergo International – the world leading event that will take place from today to 
22 October at Fiera Milano – is still not so popular, even if it’s essential in many civil and industrial 
contexts.  
 

Doctors, hoteliers, priests, soldiers, caterers are different categories with one thing in common: they are 
all potential major clients for this industry. 
 
Speaking only about Italy, hospitals alone count 160,000 beds (source: Italian Ministry of Health), 
whereas hotels count 2.2 million beds (source: Istat-Federalberghi). And if we add 32,000 catholic 
priests operating in Italy (source: Agenzia Fides, 2017), over 260,000 soldiers active in Italy (source: 
Global Fire Power, 2018), about 440,000 healthcare operators working in Italy (source: Italian Ministry of 
Health, 2017), and about 59,000 inmates in Italian prisons (source: Italian Ministry of Justice, 2018), we 
realise how many users revolve around this sector. And we still haven’t mentioned the personnel of the 
industry sector with their overalls and of the catering sector with their aprons, uniforms, tablecloths and 
napkins, which are used in about 200,000 restaurants in Italy (source: Unioncamere, 2017). 
 

These are just a few examples of the world in which dry cleaners operate, from the industrial ones, 
which can provide turnkey services, including linen and textile rental (with a turnover in Italy of € 1.62 
billion in Italy, source: Cerved, 2017) – to the over 12,000 small neighbourhood Italian dry cleaners 
(source: Cerved, 2017), which meet a wide array of requirements, from the busy single person to the 
demanding housewife. An ever-developing world that aims at achieving better results using the lowest 
number of resources possible. 
 

High-tech washing and ironing machines, automated management and linen rental systems, the 
production of fine textiles are essential for the quality of the services provided by different sectors, such 
as tourism and catering, healthcare and industry. Dry cleaners provide a “social” contribution in contexts 
where sanitation is essential, such as in hospitals and jails.  
 

But that's not all. Technology and detergent producers are constantly engaged in a dual challenge: 
reaching high quality standards and offering environmentally-friendly solutions, ensuring time, energy, 
and water savings, but also working on professional detergent formulas, ensuring a low environmental 
impact.  
 
The laundry, ironing, and textile-care sector is helping make production as efficient and environmentally-
friendly as possible. A zero-impact offering that helps improve the life of each one of us and a 
sustainable hallmark for today’s industry. 
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